Criminal Code of the Azerbaijan Republic
as amended 2005 (unofficial translation)

Article 144. Kidnapping of the person
144.1. Kidnapping of the person –
is punished by imprisonment for the term of five to ten years.
144.2. The same action committed:
144.2.1. against two or more persons;
144.2.2. against a woman, which was pregnant and guilty kidnapping knew about it;
144.2.3. committed by a group of persons, by a group with a premeditated conspiracy or
by an organized group or criminal community (organization);
144.2.4. with application of violence which puts in danger life or health of the victim;
144.2.5. with application of weapon or a subjects used as the weapon;
144.2.6. in mercenary prompting or by order –
it is punished by imprisonment for the term of eight to twelve years.
144.3. The actions provided by articles 144.1 and 144.2 of the present Code, committed against
minor or by negligence brought to death of the victim or other serious consequences –
is punished by imprisonment for the term of ten to fifteen years.
Note: Person who has voluntary released kidnapped, shall be released from the criminal liability
if his actions do not contain structure of other crime.

LAW
OF THE REPUBLIC OF AZERBAIJAN
ON
FIGHT AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING
adopted June, 2005
This law shall determine the legal and organizational grounds of prophylactics of human
trafficking, fighting human trafficking in the Republic of Azerbaijan and legal status of
victims of human trafficking, and shall regulate issues of protection of victims of human
trafficking and rendering assistance to them.
CHAPTER I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Article 1. Basic definitions
1.0. The following basic definitions are used in this Law:
1.0.1. human trafficking - involving, obtaining, storage, concealment, transportation,
delivering or accepting of people (involving, obtaining, storage, concealment,
transportation, delivering or accepting children for exploitation purposes shall be
considered as human trafficking even if the means stipulated in this Article were not
used) for exploitation purposes by using force or under the threat of force, by threat or
other methods of compulsion, by means of theft, fraud, deception, abuse of possibility to
influence or victim's weakness, or by providing or obtaining material and other boons,
privileges or concession in order to get the consent of the person controlling another
person;
1.0.2. human exploitation - forced labour (service), sexual exploitation, slavery, practices
similar to slavery and dependence deriving from them, illegally extracting human organs
and tissues, conducting illegal bio-medical research on a person, involving into illegal
including criminal activity as well as other forms of exploitation of people (if human
trafficking is conducted using means specified in Article 1.0.1, the consent of the victim
of human trafficking to be subjected to exploitation shall not be taken into account);
1.0.3. forced labour (service) - illegally forcing a person to do certain work (to provide
service);
1.0.4. sexual exploitation - using a person for prostitution, sexual slavery or production of
pornographic materials, profiting from sexual exploitation of others;
1.0.5. slavery - carrying out powers in full or partially characteristic of the right to
property over a person;

1.0.6. practices similar to slavery - institutions and practices mentioned in Article 1 of
"Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery" from 30 April 1956;
1.0.7. human trafficker - natural or legal person practicing any activity related to human
trafficking;
1.0.8. victim of human trafficking - a person who suffered from human trafficking or
whose suffering is assumed;
1.0.9. child - a person under 18;
1.0.10. potential victims of human trafficking - people practicing vagrancy or begging,
those living outcast, immoral life, children who are abandoned, uncared-for, intentionally
deviating from education, persons who depend on narcotics and psychotropic agents.
Article 2. Legislation on fighting human trafficking
The legislation on fighting human trafficking consists of the Constitution of the Republic
of Azerbaijan, international treaties to which the Republic of Azerbaijan is a party, this
Law and other legislative acts of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Article 3. Goals of fighting human trafficking
3.1. Goals of fighting human trafficking consist of:
3.1.1. protection of an individual and society from any forms of human trafficking;
3.1.2. disclosure and prevention of human trafficking as well as elimination of its aftereffects.
3.2. The aforementioned goals shall be reached by means of:
3.2.1. disclosure and elimination of reasons of human trafficking and circumstances
favouring to human trafficking;
3.2.2. reduction of the risk of converting individuals to victims of human trafficking;
3.2.3. restoration of rights of victims of human trafficking and their social rehabilitation.
Article 4. Main principles of fighting human trafficking
4.0. The fight against human trafficking in the Republic of Azerbaijan is based on the
following principles:
4.0.1. prevention of discrimination of victims of human trafficking in the society;

4.0.2. ensuring security of victims of human trafficking and polite treatment with them;
4.0.3. inevitability of punishment for human trafficking;
4.0.4. implementation of prophylactic measures of legal, political, social-economic and
organizational nature;
4.0.5. involving non-governmental organizations into the fight against human trafficking;
4.0.6. development of international cooperation in the field of fighting human trafficking.
CHAPTER II. ORGANIZATIONAL GROUNDS FOR FIGHTING HUMAN
TRAFFICKING
Article 5. Providing assistance to state bodies fighting human trafficking
State and local self-governing bodies, officials, natural and legal persons shall provide
assistance to the state bodies fighting human trafficking.
Article 6. National Action Plan for Fighting Human Trafficking
6.1. National Action Plan for Fighting Human Trafficking in the Republic of Azerbaijan
(hereinafter - "National Action Plan") approved by relevant body of executive power of
the Republic of Azerbaijan shall aim at providing effective system that would enable
mutual activity of relevant agencies in fighting human trafficking.
6.2. The National Action Plan shall provide for main duties, participation of various
agencies (bodies of executive power, non-governmental organizations, international
partners and other bodies) in their implementation and coordination of the activity of
these agencies by National Coordinator and other activities in the field of fighting human
trafficking.
6.3. With an aim to increase the effectiveness of the National Action Plan, including
ensuring security of people and protection of information, participants of the National
Action Plan base the execution of their duties on the principle of "possessing only
necessary information". The application of this principle ensures that participants take
part in the implementation of National Action Plan only within their powers and National
Action Plan aims at providing effective protection against the exposure of participants to
corruption and possibility of persons who committed a crime connected with human
trafficking to have an influence on participants.
Article 7. National Coordinator on fighting human trafficking
7.1. National Coordinator on fighting human trafficking (hereinafter - "National
Coordinator") appointed by relevant body of executive power of the Republic of
Azerbaijan is charge for the implementation of National Action Plan.

7.2. The National Coordinator with an aim to establish common system of mutual
cooperation of participants of National Action Plan and to ensure the exchange of
information among those agencies shall coordinate the activity of these agencies.
7.3. The National Coordinator shall establish necessary contacts with bodies of security,
border service, police, prosecutor's office, courts, other state bodies and nongovernmental organizations with an aim to carry out operation-search activity and
criminal persecution in connection with the crimes connected with human trafficking
more effectively.
7.4. The functions of the National Coordinator shall be determined by the National
Action Plan.
7.5. The National Coordinator shall submit annual communication on fighting human
trafficking in the Republic of Azerbaijan to relevant body of executive power of the
Republic of Azerbaijan, Milli Mejlis (Parliament) of the Republic of Azerbaijan and
commissioner for human rights of the Republic of Azerbaijan (Ombudsman).
Article 8. Special police agency on fighting human trafficking
8.1. Special police agency under relevant body of executive power of the Republic of
Azerbaijan shall be established with an aim to effectively implement the duties stipulated
in National Action Plan, ensure security of victims of human trafficking, provide
professional assistance to them, collect in one centre and protect the information in the
field of fighting human trafficking, have the fight against human trafficking conducted by
the professional especially trained employees of police and police agency supplied with
necessary equipment.
8.2. Special police agency shall along with determination and protection of victims of
human trafficking carry out within its powers operation-search activity and criminal
persecution on crimes connected with human trafficking. When having investigation on
criminal cases concerning human trafficking, the unified information database shall be
established for the registration and usage of the collected information. Special police
agency on fighting human trafficking shall be subordinate directly to the National
Coordinator.
8.3. The employees of special police agency shall be recruited based on transparency,
taking into account whether they are fit for the service in special police agency on
fighting human trafficking from the perspective of personal qualifications, professional
development, educational level and psychological tenacity along with other criteria. The
employees recruited on service for special police agency shall be trained on the following
issues:
8.3.1. An acquisition of information, documents and other articles from the victims of
human trafficking and other sources in the order provided for by the legislation,
analyzing and submitting them as evidences.

8.3.2. Methods of determination of victims of human trafficking;
8.3.3. Usage of certain observation methods and technical means;
8.3.4. Rules of treatment with victims of human trafficking.
8.4. If there is an assumption that a person is suffering from human trafficking or if other
bodies discover perpetration or preparation of a crime connected with human trafficking,
special police agency shall be immediately kept informed about it, respective documents
shall be submitted to the agency and necessary assistance shall be provided.
8.5. Law-enforcement bodies fighting against human trafficking shall determine their
employees who shall act as liaisons with an aim to ensure mutual contacts with special
police agency and be trained in human trafficking.
Article 9. Duties of state bodies in the field of fighting human trafficking
9.1. The body of relevant executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan shall conduct
the fight against human trafficking by means of preventing crimes, connected with
human trafficking and organized crime, on human trafficking, discovering and
eliminating them.
9.2. If citizens of the Republic of Azerbaijan who became victims of human trafficking
are beyond the boundaries of the Republic of Azerbaijan, the body of relevant executive
power of the Republic of Azerbaijan shall carry out protection of their rights and interests.
Diplomatic representations and consulates of the Republic of Azerbaijan abroad within
their powers and in accordance with the legislation of a host nation shall provide
thorough assistance to the bodies fighting against human trafficking.
9.3. The body of relevant executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan shall conduct
the fight against human trafficking by means of determining contacts of transnational
organized criminal groups with human traffickers, preventing transnational organized
criminal groups dealing with human trafficking, disclosing them and eliminating them.
9.4. The bodies of relevant executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan shall conduct
the fight against human trafficking by means of disclosing and eliminating a slip across
state and customs borders of the Republic of Azerbaijan by human traffickers, a slip of
state and customs borders of the Republic of Azerbaijan by victims of human trafficking,
and preventing such acts.
9.5. The body of relevant executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan shall prepare
proposals on social rehabilitation of victims of human trafficking and submit them to the
body of relevant executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan.

9.6. The body of relevant executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan shall prepare
and conduct programs on medical assistance including psychological assistance to
victims of human trafficking and the plans of complex of measures.
9.7. The body of relevant executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan shall provide for
courses in educational curriculum of educational institutions directed at prophylactics and
prevention of human trafficking, and prepare educational programs for preparation of
specialists in the field of fighting human trafficking.
Article 10. Cooperation with non-governmental organization in the field of
preventing human trafficking
10.1. State bodies shall cooperation with non-governmental organization in the field of
preventing human trafficking.
10.2. Non-governmental organization operating in the field of preventing human
trafficking shall be attracted for enlightenment work with potential victims of human
trafficking, organization of activity of special institutions for victims of human trafficking,
provision of legal aid to victims of human trafficking and their social rehabilitation.
10.3. The body of relevant executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan can provide
grants by determining the needs together with the National Coordinator for the purposes
stipulated in Article 10.2 of the present Law.
CHAPTER III. PROPHYLACTICS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Article 11. Organizing human trafficking prophylactics
11.1. Prophylactics of human trafficking is organized based on a system of special
activities in the framework of various state programs.
11.2. A system of activities on prophylactics of human trafficking shall include the
following:
11.2.1. conducting research on the prevention of human trafficking, particularly on
gender aspects;
11.2.2. preparing and implementing programs aimed at solving social problems that lead
to human trafficking;
11.2.3. strengthening legal and social protection of women and children;
11.2.4. involving potential victims of human trafficking into the labour of public use and
ensuring their employment;
11.2.5. encouraging entrepreneurs to hire persons who suffered from human trafficking;

11.2.6. establishing propaganda and educational work among potential victims of human
trafficking, informing them of the dangers awaiting the victims of human trafficking, on
protection measures provided by the government and on administrative, criminal law and
other measures on fighting human trafficking implemented by the government;
11.2.7. establishing a system of social, legal, pedagogical and other measures directed at
discovering and eliminating reasons and grounds leading to children being abandoned or
uncared-for and effectively using them;
11.2.8. discovering children deviating from education, upbringing them and taking
measures to provide them with education;
11.2.9. preparing and implementing special programs within educational institutions,
orphanages, boarding schools and other bodies and institutions carrying out prophylactics
of abandonment and delinquencies of minors;
11.2.10. organizing specialized educational courses for the personnel of the bodies
fighting human trafficking.
CHAPTER IV. SOCIAL REHABILITATION AND PROTECTION OF THE
VICTIMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Article 12. Special institutions for the victims of human trafficking
12.1. The following special institutions shall be established for the protection of the
victims of human trafficking:
12.1.1. temporary shelters for the victims of human trafficking;
12.1.2. assistance centres for the victims of human trafficking.
12.2. All services performed in the special institutes shall be free of charge. Special
institutes shall not provide any paid services.
12.3. Establishment of special institutions, funding them, their activity as well as rules of
control over their activity shall be determined by relevant body of executive power of the
Republic of Azerbaijan.
Article 13. Temporary shelters for accommodating the victims of human trafficking
13.1. Temporary shelters for accommodating the victims of human trafficking
(hereinafter "shelters") shall be created to provide the victims of human trafficking with
decent living conditions, to ensure their security, to provide them with food and medicine,
first medical aid, psychiatric, social and legal assistance. The victims of human
trafficking shall have the possibility to make phone calls and to use translator's services
in shelters. Separate areas shall be allocated for confidential conversations.

13.2. Anonymity of the personality of the victims of human trafficking shall be
guaranteed in shelters and without their permission no information about them shall be
passed to bodies carrying out criminal persecution or other state bodies.
13.3. A shelter shall be provided to the victim of human trafficking on the basis of his/her
request within 30 days regardless his/her behaviour, desire to collaborate with the bodies
carrying out criminal persecution and to testify against human traffickers.
13.4. The period for sheltering can be prolonged on the basis of the motion by special
police agency or the victim of human trafficking. In all cases prolongation of the period
of accommodating in a shelter and providing a shelter shall be conducted with the
consent of the victim of human trafficking.
13.5. Providing a shelter for children who are victims of human trafficking and keeping
them there shall be conducted in accordance with Article 16 of the present Law.
Article 14. Assistance centres for the victims of human trafficking
14.1. Assistance centres for the victims of human trafficking (hereinafter "assistance
centres") shall be created to give explanations to the victims on current administrative
and legal procedures on protection of their rights and interests, to provide medical,
psychological and other necessary assistance and to socially rehabilitate the victims of
human trafficking.
14.2. Anonymity of the personality of the victims of human trafficking shall be
guaranteed in assistance centres and without their permission no information about them
shall be passed to bodies carrying out criminal persecution or other state bodies. If the
victims of human trafficking are children, guardianship and trusteeship body and the
Commission on issues of minors and protection of their rights shall be immediately
informed about them.
14.3. An assistance in assistance centres shall be provided to any individuals presenting
themselves as a victim of human trafficking on the basis of their request regardless their
behaviour, desire to collaborate with the bodies carrying out criminal persecution and to
testify against human traffickers.
14.4. If it is assumed in the assistance centres that an individual is a victim of human
trafficking, measures shall be taken to accommodate the individual in a shelter in
accordance with Article 13 of the present Law.
Article 15. Social rehabilitation of the victims of human trafficking
15.1. Social rehabilitation of the victims of human trafficking shall be conducted to
reintegrate the victims of human trafficking in society, returning them to normal life style
and it shall provide for legal assistance to them, continuation of their education, taking

measures on psychological, medical and professional rehabilitation, providing them with
job and premises to live.
15.2. While conducting a social rehabilitation of the victims of human trafficking it is
prohibited to put any limitations to their human rights and rights of a citizen provided for
by the Constitution, laws of the Republic of Azerbaijan and international treaties to which
the Republic of Azerbaijan is a party, or to apply rehabilitation measures against their
will.
15.3. While conducting a social rehabilitation of the victims of human trafficking, age,
sex and needs of the victims, particularly children, of human trafficking including needs
for shelter, education and care shall be taken into account.
15.4. The social rehabilitation of the victims of human trafficking shall be funded by state
budget of the Republic of Azerbaijan and other sources provided for by the legislation of
the Republic of Azerbaijan.
15.5. The rules of implementation of social rehabilitation of the victims of human
trafficking shall be determined by relevant body of executive power of the Republic of
Azerbaijan.
Article 16. Assisting children who became a victim of human trafficking
16.1. When assisting the child who became a victim of human trafficking his/her interests
shall be favoured, and all measures for protecting rights and lawful interests of the child
shall be taken into account in accordance with the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On
Rights of the Child", UN Convention on Rights of the Child, as well as other laws and
international treaties to which the Republic of Azerbaijan is a party.
16.2. Shelters and assistance centres shall immediately inform guardianship and
trusteeship body and the Commission on issues of minors and protection of their rights
about the child who became a victim of human trafficking. Guardianship and trusteeship
body and the Commission on issues of minors and protection of their rights shall take
measures for the protection of rights and interests of the child in accordance with the
legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
16.3. If it is impossible to determine the exact age of the person who is being accepted for
a shelter and if there is an assumption that the person is under 18, he/she shall be
considered as a child. The children shall remain in shelters for 60 days. The period for
sheltering can be prolonged on the basis of the motion of the special police agency,
guardianship and trusteeship body or the Commission on issues of minors and protection
of their rights. When accommodating children in shelters and prolonging sheltering
period an opinion of children above 10 shall be asked about it and taken into account.
16.4. As a rule, children shall be sheltered separately. Taking into account interests of the
child, he/she can also be accommodated together with the parents (except the cases when

there is an assumption that the parents are the reason for the child to become the victim of
human trafficking) or other individuals who can have positive influence on the
psychological condition of the child.
16.5. The children accommodated in shelters shall have a possibility to continue their
education and to contact their parents (except the cases when there is an assumption that
the parents are the reason for the child to become the victim of human trafficking).
16.6. If a child who became a victim of human trafficking is not aware of his parents'
whereabouts or is deprived of parental care, state bodies fighting human trafficking shall
take measures to search the parents or to determine guardianship and trusteeship body.
Social protection of such children shall be provided in accordance with the laws of the
Republic of Azerbaijan on "Social protection of orphans and children deprived of parent's
care."
16.7. The social rehabilitation of the children who became victims of human trafficking
shall be conducted based on the specially prepared programs being guided by Article 15.4
and 16.1 of the present Law as well as provisions of legislation of the Republic of
Azerbaijan on prophylactics of abandonment and delinquencies of minors.
Article 17. Measures on providing assistance to the victims of human trafficking and
their protection
17.1. On the basis of an address of the body carrying out criminal persecution, state
bodies, within their powers, and shelters and assistance centres, within their functions,
shall provide assistance to the victims of human trafficking.
17.2. Individuals who suffered from human trafficking shall receive an allowance during
their reintegration period in the amount determined by the relevant body of executive
power from state budget and other sources in accordance with the legislation of the
Republic of Azerbaijan.
17.3. By the decision of a court or other body of criminal persecution an access to the
information about the personality of the person who suffered from human trafficking kept
at information-inquiry services and information-data funds shall be suspended.
17.4. Dissemination of information which is a private or a family secret of the victims of
human trafficking shall lead to a responsibility in accordance with the legislation of the
Republic of Azerbaijan. The information that represents a danger to life and health of the
victim of human trafficking, his/her close relatives as well as individuals assisting in
fighting human trafficking shall be considered confidential and its dissemination is
prohibited.
17.5. Illegally collecting confidential information about the victim of human trafficking
or about security measures applied with regard to him/her or intentionally disseminating

this information shall lead to responsibility in accordance with the legislation of the
Republic of Azerbaijan.
17.6. Legal persons carrying out international shipping operations, transportation
organizations, owners or operators of means of transportation shall take measures on
enlightening passengers about the danger of human trafficking, checking whether citizens
possess documents for entering (leaving) the territory of the relevant state, to refuse in
providing transportation services in case of absence of these documents.
17.7. Individuals who suffered from human trafficking shall be free from civil,
administrative and criminal responsibility for acts committed under compulsion or
instigation as a direct result of being in a condition of the victim of human trafficking in
the order and under circumstances provided for by the legislation of the Republic of
Azerbaijan.
17.8. Foreigners or stateless persons who became the victims of human trafficking shall
have protection and assistance equal to that of citizens of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Article 18. Ensuring security of individuals who suffered from human trafficking
18.1. Ensuring security of individuals who suffered from human trafficking shall be
carried out in accordance with the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On state
protection of individuals participating in criminal procedure". An employee of the body
that carries out criminal procedure shall notify the person who suffered from human
trafficking about the possibilities of ensuring the security and protection measures which
are applied.
18.2. Security measures applied with regard to persons who suffered from human
trafficking shall continue till the danger is completely past including preliminary
investigation about crimes connected with human trafficking, court examination, as well
as the period after declaring the final decision of the court.
18.3. False names can be used with an aim to ensure anonymity of the personality of
persons who suffered from human trafficking.
Article 19. Responsibility of diplomatic representatives and consular services in
assisting and protecting victims of human trafficking
19.1. Diplomatic representatives and consular services of the Republic of Azerbaijan
abroad, within their powers and in conformity with the legislation of the host nation, shall
perform the activity aiming to protect the rights and interests of citizens of the Republic
of Azerbaijan who became a victim of human trafficking and assist in their return to the
territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
19.2. If identification documents of a citizen of the Republic of Azerbaijan are lost or if it
is impossible to get these documents back from human traffickers, then diplomatic

representatives and consular services of the Republic of Azerbaijan together with the
relevant body of executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan, shall shortly provide
such citizens with a document allowing a return to the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Article 20. Repatriation of foreigners and stateless persons who became victims of
human trafficking
20.1. If a foreigner or stateless person is considered as a person who suffered from human
trafficking, deportation in administrative order from the territory of the Republic of
Azerbaijan for a period of 1 year shall not be applied to them.
20.2. When the period mentioned in Article 20.1 of the present Law is over, but a
foreigner or a stateless person assists the body of criminal persecution with criminal cases
regarding human trafficking, deportation in administrative order from the territory of the
Republic of Azerbaijan shall not be applied to them unless criminal persecution comes to
an end.
20.3. Deportation in administrative order from the territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan
shall not be applied to children who became victims of human trafficking. Return of
children who became victims of human trafficking to their countries or parents shall be
allowed only if there is no assumption that the child will again became the victim of
human trafficking. When working on the issue of return of children who became victims
of human trafficking to their countries or parents, an opinion of children above 10 shall
be asked about the issue and taken into account.
20.4. If the victim of human trafficking wishes to leave the territory of the Republic of
Azerbaijan, an assistance in providing him/her with relevant documents, covering travel
and other necessary expenses shall be provided and recommendations on reducing a risk
of becoming a victim of human trafficking in the country of destination shall be given.
20.5. A foreigner or a stateless person who became victim of human trafficking in the
order provided for by the relevant legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan can address
the relevant state bodies for obtaining the right to live in the Republic of Azerbaijan
within the period mentioned in Article 20.1 of the present Law. When dealing with such
an address cooperation of the victim of human trafficking with the body of criminal
persecution, physical and moral torments that the victim of human trafficking suffered,
the period of being the victim of human trafficking as well as a risk of becoming again
the victim of human trafficking once repatriated to his/her own country or persecution by
human traffickers shall be taken into account.
20.6. A foreigner or a stateless person who is a victim of human trafficking and whose
identity is impossible to establish can not be granted a right to live in the Republic of
Azerbaijan. Measures on deportation of this person from the territory of the Republic of
Azerbaijan in administrative order shall be taken.

20.7. A victim of human trafficking who was granted a right to live in the Republic of
Azerbaijan obtains a status of immigrant and enjoys all rights and liabilities deriving
from this status.
CHAPTER V. PARTICULARITIES OF DEALING WITH CASES OF HUMAN
TRAFFICKING AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Article 21. Responsibility for human trafficking
21.1. Individuals participating in human trafficking shall be brought before criminal
responsibility in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
21.2. Action or inaction of an official that may create conditions for human trafficking
shall lead to criminal responsibility in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of
Azerbaijan.
21.3. A foreigner or a stateless person who is assumed of being engaged in human
trafficking shall not be granted an access to the territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan
and entry visas issued to them shall be considered void.
Article 22. Confiscation and use of property obtained from human trafficking
22.1. All the property obtained from human trafficking (real estate, financial means,
securities and other property) shall be confiscated by the court decision in the order
provided for by the legislation and shall be transferred to especially established assistance
fund for the victims of human trafficking.
22.2. Means collected at assistance fund for the victims of human trafficking shall be
directed to paying out compensation for victims of human trafficking, their social
rehabilitation, medical and other necessary expenses.
22.3. Transparency shall be observed in administration of and spending means of
assistance fund for the victims of human trafficking. Legal grounds of the activity of
assistance fund for the victims of human trafficking shall be determined by the relevant
body of executive power of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Article 23. Paying compensation for the damage to victims of human trafficking
23.1. Courts shall decide on issues of paying compensation for material and moral
damage to persons who suffered from human trafficking
23.2. Damage to persons who suffered from human trafficking shall be paid off from the
property of human traffickers in accordance with the procedural legislation. If this
property would not suffice, a damage, by court decision, can be paid out from assistance
fund for the victims of human trafficking.

Article 24. Particularities of dealing with the cases of human trafficking
24.1. In accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan criminal cases on
human trafficking as well as cases on paying compensation for damage resulting from
human trafficking can be considered at a closed court sitting by the decision of the court
on the basis of an address of the victim of human trafficking.
24.2. With an aim to ensure the security of the victim of human trafficking and to prevent
influence of human traffickers on them as well as taking into account physical and
psychological condition of the victims of human trafficking the victims of human
trafficking can be provided with an opportunity to testify during court examination by
using technical means (TV-bridge, video-recording and so on).
Article 25. Responsibility of legal persons for human trafficking
25.1. A legal person (its branch or representative) functioning in the territory of the
Republic of Azerbaijan can be liquidated by the court decision in accordance with the
legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan for its ties with human trafficking.
25.2. When the legal person, whose ties with human trafficking have been identified, is
liquidated, all its means shall be transferred to the account of the assistance fund for the
victims of human trafficking.
CHAPTER VI. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF
FIGHTING HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Article 26. International cooperation in the field of fighting human trafficking
The Republic of Azerbaijan in accordance with international treaties to which it is a party
shall cooperate in the fight against human trafficking with foreign countries and their
law-enforcement agencies and with international organizations dealing with fighting
against human trafficking.
Article 27. Jurisdiction of the Republic of Azerbaijan over the crimes connected
with human trafficking
Citizens of the Republic of Azerbaijan, foreigners and stateless persons who committed
crimes connected with human trafficking shall be brought before responsibility on the
basis of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Azerbaijan regardless where they
committed the crimes.
Article 28. Legal assistance on criminal cases on human trafficking
Rendering legal assistance on criminal cases on human trafficking shall be conducted in
accordance with international treaties to which the Republic of Azerbaijan is a party and
the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan on legal assistance in criminal cases.

Article 29. Surrender of persons who committed a crime connected with human
trafficking
Human traffickers and other persons participating in actions to do with human trafficking
can be extradited to a foreign country for bringing before responsibility or execution of
the applied punishment in accordance with international treaties to which the Republic of
Azerbaijan is a party and the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
CHAPTER VII. FINAL PROVISIONS
Article 30. Responsibility for the violation of the law
Natural and legal persons shall bear responsibility for the violation of this law in
accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan.

AZERBAIJAN
Presidential Decree on Enactment of the Law on trafficking in
persons
2005
In order to provide enactment of the adopted Law on Trafficking in Persons I decide
hereby:
1. To assign the Cabinet of Ministers within the next two months to:
1.1 Prepare and submit president proposals on the alignment of national
legislation to this law;
1.2 Align internal acts and orders of the Cabinet of Ministers and other relevant
government agencies to this law and to report to president on related issue;
1.3 Develop rules on establishment, funding, operation as well as monitoring
special entities as specified in the paragraph 12.3 of this law and to report to
president on related issue;
1.4 Develop rules on social rehabilitation of the VoTs (VoTs) as specified in the
paragraph 15.5 of this law and to report to president on related issue;
1.5 Determine amount of the compensatory fee paid to the VoTs during their
reintegration as specified in paragraph 17.2 of this law and to report to president
on related issue;
1.6 Design legal basis for operation of Aid Fund for VoTs as specified in
paragraph 22.3 of this law and to report to president on related issue;
1.7 Draft act on types of charges for violation of this law and to submit to
president;
1.8 Settle within its mandate all issues related to the application of this law.
2. To determine that:
2.1 President shall be “the relevant implementing agency” indicated in paragraphs
6.1 and 7.5 of this law;
2.2 The Cabinet of Ministers shall be “the relevant implementing agency”
indicated in paragraphs 9.5 (2nd part of clause), 10.3, 12.3, 15.5, 17.2 and 22.3 of
this law;

2.3 The Ministry of Internal Affairs shall be “the relevant implementing agency”
indicated in paragraphs 7.1, 9.1 and 19.2 of this law;
2.4 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall be “the relevant implementing agency”
indicated in paragraph 9.2 of this law;
2.5 The Ministry of National Security shall be “the relevant implementing
agency” indicated in paragraph 9.3 of this law;
2.6 The State Border Service and State Customs Committee within its mandates
shall be “the relevant implementing agency” indicated in paragraph 9.4 of this
law;
2.7 The Ministry of Labor and Social Protection of the Population shall be “the
relevant implementing agency” indicated in paragraph 9.5 of this law;
2.8 The Ministry of Health shall be “the relevant implementing agency” indicated
in paragraph 9.6 of this law;
The Ministry of Education shall be “the relevant implementing agency” indicated in
paragraph 9.7 of this law.
Ilham Aliyev
President of the Republic of Azerbaijan

